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CHILD ABUSE IN THE NETHERLANDS: THE MEDICAL
REFEREE
JACK E. DOEK*
Translatedfrom Dutch**
The phenomenon of child abuse has received special attention in
the Netherlands since the early seventies when the Association against
Child Abuse began its work in September 1970. On January 1, 1972,
four medical referees or "confidential doctors" were appointed to deal
with child abuse. These doctors play a decisive role in the Netherlands
in preventing and treating such cases.
People from various countries of Western Europe' and the United
States have shown particular interest in this approach both through
correspondence and by visiting the Netherlands. The idea of the confi-
dential doctor appeals to the imagination. Nonetheless, interest
abroad has not so far led to any concrete action.2 In the Netherlands,
we now have six years' experience of working with confidential doctors.
This article will describe something of that experience and the way the
institution of the confidential doctor has developed since 1972.
The discussion will begin by describing opportunities and
problems in the Netherlands as they stood in 1972. For a proper un-
derstanding of the position of the confidential doctor and his impor-
tance in dealing with child abuse, it is necessary to say something about
the background (organizational and legal) against which he com-
menced his work. Knowledge of this background is also necessary to
determine whether this lead can be followed elsewhere.
The article will then deal with the introduction of the confidential
doctor in the Netherlands, the original intentions, and developments
since 1972. This section will end with a few conclusions (provisional)
on the advantages and disadvantages of this method of locating, treat-
* Judge of the Juvenile Court in Amsterdam, Netherlands; Professor of Law, Free Univer-
sity, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
•* This article was translated through the courtesy of the Dep't of Foreign Affairs, Free
University, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
I. E.g., Belgium, France, West Germany, Norway and Sweden.
2. Attempts have been made in Belgium for some time to achieve the appointment of a
confidential doctor. According to the author's information, the first such doctor will start work in
Antwerp during 1978.
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ing and, where possible, preventing child abuse. Finally, the discus-
sion will deal further with the question of whether confidential doctors
are also practicable in other countries and in the United States in par-
ticular, and with what points deserve special attention in the light of
Dutch experience.
THE SITUATION IN THE NETHERLANDS IN 1972
Child Abuse. An Unknown Problem?
Until the early seventies, little specific attention was paid to the
phenomenon of child abuse in the Netherlands, in the sense of a sepa-
rate and systematic approach. 3 This does not mean, however, that
child abuse was unheard of before 1970.
The oldest and most concrete legal basis is to be found in our
Criminal Code. Since the present Criminal Code became effective in
1886, 4 the Netherlands criminal law has had a specific provision 5 men-
tioning child abuse by parents. The provision appears in a section in
which various forms of abuse are made criminal. Child abuse is a
special form of abuse for which the Criminal Code provides especially
heavy penalties.6 The practice of the courts in applying these articles
can help to define what child abuse must now be taken to mean, at least
in the criminal sense. Before 1970, such cases of child abuse that came
to our knowledge did so within the framework of criminal law. Child
abuse was initially a concept determined chiefly by criminal law, and
long remained so. It was also so at the time the first confidential doc-
tors were appointed. Therefore, one should first deal with the criminal
law aspect.
The fact that "child abuse" was long a concept mainly of criminal
law did not, however, mean that the only action taken when parents
abused their child fell entirely into the area of criminal law. Child ne-
glect and juvenile crime flowing from it reached such serious propor-
tions at the end of the last century that the government made legislative
proposals not only to combat but also, where possible, to prevent ne-
glect and crime of this nature.
3. Child abuse, as used in this article, chiefly means the causing of bodily harm to children
by parents or guardians. However, in the seventies, the term "child abuse" has acquired wider
connotations in the Netherlands.
4. Between 1811, when the previous Dutch state was incorporated into France, and 1886, the
French Penal Code applied in the Netherlands. This was a result of the French domination which
began in 1795 and lasted until 1813. The Penal Code also made separate mention of child abuse
and made it a criminal offense. (Penal Code art. 317). Fairly little can be said about the period
before 1795 since there was no unity. No Dutch Criminal Code existed until 1886.
5. CRIM. CODE art. 304 (Neth.).
6. Id.
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In 1901, the Dutch Parliament enacted three bills intended to pro-
tect young people who had been neglected and had turned to crime. 7
An important fact in this connection is that, since then, a neglected
child-and an abused one-may be removed from his parents' author-
ity. In other words, the "ordinary" means of protecting children which
the law provides can be applied in cases of child abuse. This was regu-
larly done from December 1, 1905 onwards-the date on which the
1901 children's legislation became effective-and still is the case to-
day.8
The existence of special measures to protect the child and of a sep-
arate provision of criminal law demonstrates that the abuse of children
is not an unknown phenomenon. However, it has not always been dif-
ferentiated from other problems of raising children. It has not always
been regarded as a separate problem. Hence, the "traditional" means of
combating child abuse-the criminal law and the special measures to
protect children-are worthy of consideration.
Child Abuse and Criminal Law
The Netherlands Criminal Code devotes a special section to
abuses.9 The section distinguishes between simple abuse,' 0 abuse with
premeditation," grave abuse, 12 and grave premeditated abuse.13
7. The following Dutch statutes are concerned: Children's Act (Feb. 6, 1901), 62 Stat. (Civ.
Law), (Neth.); Children's Act (Feb. 12, 1901), 63 Stat. (Crim. Law) (Neth.); Outline Child Care
and Protection Act (Feb. 12, 1901), 64 Stat. (Neth.). The first two of these Acts form part of the
Netherlands Civil Code and Criminal Code respectively. Although they have been repeatedly
amended and supplemented since 1901, they continue to determine the system and largely, too,
the substance of legal protection for children in the Netherlands (under civil and criminal law).
An extensive description of existing Dutch law on the protection of children may be found in
(in Dutch):
a. "De Bie's Child Law," civil law section, fully revised 5th edition, by G. Delfos and
J.E. Doek (1974); and,
b. "De Bie's Child Law," criminal section, fully revised 3rd edition, by G. Delfos and
J.E. Doek (1977).
8. We do not in fact know what protective measures were applied and in how many cases
before 1972. This is a result of the fact that until then no special attention was paid to the phenom-
enon of child abuse.
9. Specific forms of aggressive conduct by parents toward their children, particularly infanti-
cide (by the mother shortly after birth for fear of the birth being discovered), are also subject to
penal sanctions. (CRIM. CODE art. 290, 291 (Neth.). This form of abuse was already punishable in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Penal sanctions against sexual abuse of a child by his
parents are governed by CRIM. CODE art. 249 (Neth.).
10. CRIM. CODE art. 300 (Neth.).
11. Id. art. 301.
12. Id. art. 302.
13. Id. art. 303. Serious abuse is the willful causing of grievous bodily harm. According to
article 81 of the Criminal Code, the latter includes illness that leaves no prospect for full recovery
and the disturbance of mental capacity lasting for more than four weeks. The terms used here
indicate that maltreatment may also relate to non-physical injury. (See also CRIM. CODE art.
300(4) (Neth.)).
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Article 304 of the Criminal Code provides that the maximum pen-
alties under articles 300 to 303 can be increased by one-third in certain
cases. One of these cases is the abuse of a child by his parent. It is
clear that Parliament considers this form of abuse as so serious that the
courts are enabled to increase the sentence normally applicable. This
reaction is understandable. A child is greatly dependent precisely on
his parents and particularly vulnerable for that reason. A parent who
abuses his position by maltreating his child is considered culpable to an
enlarged degree in existing criminal law.
No similar increased culpability attaches to a person who mal-
treats the child of another. Therefore, there is a difference between a
parent and an arbitrary third party. Apart from this, however, both fall
within the scope of articles 300 to 303 of the Code if they abuse a child.
This means determining under which form of abuse described in these
articles the action of a parent or third party must be classified.14
The first question, however, is when must an action be regarded as
"abuse of a child" within the meaning of the criminal law. 5 To an-
swer this question, one must consult case law. Abuse, as defined by the
Supreme Court of the Netherlands, is the intentional infliction of pain
or hurt. Such pain may be inflicted on a person's body or to his
health.' 6 Article 300(4) of the Criminal Code in fact states that abuse
is equated with intentional injury to health. This rule is not an unim-
portant one. Because of it, one can assume that under existing crimi-
nal law the mental maltreatment of children is a criminal act in the
same degree as physical maltreatment. 17
However, is the infliction of physical or mental hurt/pain a crimi-
nal act, under all circumstances? This question arises, and sometimes
makes us hold back, when we consider that every parent gives his child
a smack or slap now and again. The Netherlands Supreme Court has
said of this that the chastisement of a child by his parents or teachers
14. This may be important in connection with the provisions of article 305 of the Criminal
Code. A conviction for premeditated (serious) abuse (articles 302 and 303) may lead, as an addi-
tional punishment, to the deprivation of certain rights, such as the holding of (certain) offices, the
right to elect or be elected (active and passive voting rights). See CRIM. CODE, art. 28 (1) to (4)
(Neth.).
15. This discussion will be limited to the parent-child relationship because the abuse of chil-
dren by their parents forms the large majority of cases of child abuse reported (an average of
approximately eighty per cent in the Netherlands between 1972-1975).
16. Judgment of Oct. 21, 1935, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [1936] Nederlandse Juris-
prudentie [N.J.] 125; Judgment of June 25, 1894, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, Weekblad van het
Recht [W.] No. 6534.
17. See II NOYON-LANOEMEUER 330 (6th ed.); II SIMON S, LEERBOEK NEDERLANDS
STRAFRECHT 18. On the question of whether the mental abuse of children should become a spe-
cific crime, see B.L.F. CLEMENS SCHRONER, PSYCHISCHE KINDERMISHANDELING (1957).
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within the limits of necessity is not abuse. The infliction of physical
pain in this case is a means towards a justified end.'" This invites two
comments. First, the justified limits of disciplinary rights vested in a
parent may not be exceeded during chastisement. No recent judicial
decisions have been published; therefore, it is not possible to indicate
where the courts now draw the line. It is reasonable to suppose that
the limits to parental discipline will not be so widely drawn as some
twenty-five years ago. The infliction of physical hurt to a child can
only to a limited extent be regarded as a justified means of bringing up
children. Second, the Netherlands Supreme Court has further found
that the mere fact that an action has been taken to a justified end does
not mean that some abuse may not have occurred. 19 In the case of
child abuse, this means that discipline may be improper even if the
intention of the parents is good (i.e., bringing up the child). The end
does not justify the means.
The conclusion will have to be that, on the one hand, not all physi-
cal pain inflicted by a parent on a child is abuse in the criminal sense
but that, on the other hand, the arbitrary infliction of physical or
mental dolor is not a parental right. One gains the impression that the
limits within which the first group of acts do not as yet amount to child
abuse are tightly drawn, partly as a result of changed attitudes towards
bringing up children. In other words, hitting or chastising children as
a means of correction will be less rapidly accepted in criminal law than
it was ten to fifteen years ago.
Theoretically, it could be postulated on the above conclusion that
increasingly more parents have in the course of the years been prose-
cuted and sentenced for abusing their children (even though, in fact,
child abuse has remained at the same level overall). Practice shows us
differently, however.
For example, the number of criminal convictions hardly increased
in the period between 1960 and 1972. The total number of convictions
for child abuse during that time varied from about ten to fifteen.20
18. See generally Judgment of June 21, 1937, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [1938] N.J. 176
(concerning the abuse of a four year old by his fourteen year old brother, instigated by the
mother); Judgment of Oct. 28, 1918, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [1918] N.J. 1178; Judgment of
Oct. 2, 1902, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, W. No. 7723. See also Judgment of Oct. 3, 1920, The
Hague Appeal Ct., [1920] N.J. 496; Judgment of Sept. 23, 1942, Rotterdam Ct., [1943] N.J. 535;
Judgment of July 1, 1938, Hertogenbosch Ct., [1938] N.J. 231; Judgment of Sept. 4, 1926, Utrecht
Ct., W. No. 11491; Judgment of Dec. 19, 1919, Dordrecht Ct., [1920] N.J. 272.
19. See Judgment of Jan. 15, 1934, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [19341 N.J. 402; Judgment
of May 23, 1932, Hoge Rand der Nederlanden, [1932] N.J. 1041; Judgment of June 28, 1926, Hoge
Rand der Nederlanden, [19261 N.J. 785.
20. The statistics are from the Central Bureau of Statistics in the Netherlands. Statistics from
this source will hereinafter be referred to as CBS Statistics.
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This phenomenon cannot be precisely explained on the basis of scien-
tific research. However, a first possible cause is the fact that the public
prosecutor was not aware of a case of child abuse. This can be ex-
plained by the low anticipation of successful prosecution and sentenc-
ing in cases of child abuse.21
A second cause may be the public prosecutor's policy towards
prosecution. Cases will undoubtedly arise where the public prosecu-
tor-possibly after laying down certain conditions---decides not to in-
stitute proceedings. Between 1964 and 1972 this happened in about
ten to twenty-five cases each year.22 In order to avoid any misunder-
standing on this point, it is certainly not the case that involving the
public prosecutor necessarily means that the parent is put into prison.
The public prosecutor has wide means at his disposal to bring in assist-
ance should he consider this necessary; conditional suspension of pro-
ceedings, involvement of the probation service and possibly other
bodies are remedies he can call upon. Nonetheless, it is seldom that
the public prosecutor is involved, particularly because criminal pro-
ceedings are not regarded as constructive. Those involved wish to aid
and support the parent(s) and child and do this by recourse to a suita-
ble welfare organization. Thus, the public prosecutor is not the first to
come to mind when child abuse is discovered. It should not be in-
ferred from this, however, that the prevalent view in the Netherlands in
1972 was that the abuse of children by their parents should not be pun-
ishable. The fact is that a criminal investigation did take place, partic-
ularly in serious cases, and was not necessarily pointless.
As regards the penalties to be imposed, an unconditional spell in
prison must be regarded as the last resort. Investigation has shown
that criminal sentencing of the parent-particularly where this means
spending a period in prison--often has the opposite effect to the possi-
bility of maintaining or reinstating family unity. The parent returns
embittered from prison and the child (or children) is exposed to yet
greater risk than before. Hence, serious account must be taken of the
fact that such a sentence may finally break up family unity. A sus-
pended sentence allowing additional conditions to be placed on the
parent's conduct can be imposed.23 It should be done in a manner that
will make it possible to ask agencies other than the probation services
to offer the parent help and assistance in observing the conditions. As
21. One of the confidential doctors has expressed clear doubts concerning criminal prosecu-
tion and sentencing in connection with child abuse; see also " l'olkskrant," (Feb. 2, 1972) the
"Algemeen Dagblad," (Feb. 2, 1972) "NRC/Handelsblad," (Feb. 2, 1972).
22. CBS Statistics. See note 20 supra.
23. CRIM. CODE art. 14a, 14c (Neth.).
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regards the steps to be taken, a means should certainly be found for
imposing measures on the parent more aligned to the problem of child
abuse.
Child Abuse and Child Care
The term "child care" in this case means action by the judiciary
imposing child care measures and everything connected therewith
(preparation and execution). There is insufficient room to deal in any
detail with the legal and organizational aspects of child care in this
form.24 It relates to cases where parents seriously neglect their duty to
look after and bring up a child. This may mean leaving him to look
after himself, failure to provide necessary medical care, physical ne-
glect (under-nourishment), abuse of parental powers, maltreatment, af-
fective neglect, and the like. In short, it covers all those various
situations where the development, growth and personal evolution of
the child are so seriously threatened and/or damaged that the authori-
ties feel they must take action. In the Netherlands, work preparatory
to a child care measure being instituted is left to a state institution, the
Child Care and Protection Board. This Board not only undertakes the
necessary investigation but also submits the official application to the
court for measures to be taken.
It can generally be said-but for a few infrequent exceptions-
that, under the Dutch system, the Child Care and Protection Board in
fact decides (1) whether steps should be taken and, if so, (2) what action
will be most appropriate. 25 We do not know in how many child abuse
cases child care measures have been initiated by these Boards up to
1972 and confirmed by the courts. Until then child abuse was not dif-
ferentiated from other situations where children's development was se-
riously damaged or threatened.
In these cases, prosecution will not be the immediate consequence.
An attempt will first be made-as long as there is reason for doing
24. See the literature cited in note 7, supra. A succinct introduction to child protection in the
Netherlands by J.E. Dock and S. Slagter (published, in Dutch, by the Children's Foundation, 38
Emmastraat, Amsterdam) will appear shortly in German, French, and English translations. The
English title is CHILD PROTECTION IN THE NETHERLANDS.
25. There are 19 Child Care and Protection Boards in the Netherlands in all (one Board for
the legal district of each court). These Boards play an important part in other fields as well, e.g., as
advisers; this applies for example to adoption and the criminal prosecution of minors. Owing to
the multiplicity of these Boards' tasks and the actual weight of their opinion (the courts nearly
always follow the Boards' advice), they play a central role throughout Dutch child care and pro-
tection work and their actual power is very great. They come in for a good deal of sharp criticism
in dailies and weeklies and on the radio and television. As regards the origin, development and
future of these Boards, see Dock, " Which is the good Boardfor the future?" (in Dutch, Samson,
Alphen on Rhine 1978).
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so-to help the parents and child on a voluntary basis, i e., without
involving the courts, using existing opportunities of rendering assist-
ance. Only if this has no adequate effect will a child care measure be
adopted. However, this is often not a direct progression. Aid services
who come to the conclusion that their assistance has no adequate effect
unfortunately will generally not inform the Board, which all too often
learns the facts only via other channels (e.g., the police, neighbors, etc.)
and, regrettably, is frequently apprised of the problems affecting the
child and parents only much later. Court action is clearly the last re-
sort and is often taken relatively late, and sometimes too late.
Certain actions to stop and/or prevent child abuse can also be
taken under the Civil Code. These measures are provisional taking
into care by the Child Care and Protection Board; supervision (possibly
provisional); suspension of parental authority (possibly enforced); and,
removal from parental custody.
What these measures have in common is that to a greater or lesser
degree they impinge on the exercise of parental authority. This is un-
derstandable when we consider that the situation in each case is one
where the parents fail to meet their statutory duty to care for and bring
up the child. Depending on the circumstances, they are entirely de-
prived of the exercise of parental rights. For the sake of completeness,
it should be mentioned that detailed proposals have been made to
streamline and improve the existing system of child care measures. 26
The first measure, provisional taking into care, can be recom-
mended by the public prosecutor, i e., no decision by the court is re-
quired for this. Its consequence is that the child is removed from the
authority of the parent(s). Provisional taking into care means that the
Council largely acquires rights over the child. In particular, the Coun-
cil is entitled to take the child from his home should this prove neces-
sary. The measure is-as the name implies-provisional in nature; it
may lead to a more far-reaching (more final) measure. It is also possi-
ble for the measure to be suspended after a period of time because the
contemplated effect has been achieved. It is a means much adopted in
critical situations in particular; it can be very quickly implemented as
the Board immediately has wide powers, and it can be terminated sim-
ply and at any time.
26. See DE CIE-WIARDA, Report on the Law Relating to Child Care and Protection (State
Publishers, The Hague 1971). To avoid any misunderstanding, these proposals were not made
with a view to combating child abuse. The Dutch Government is preparing bills based on the
proposals.
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The second measure, supervision (provisional), can be ordered by
the juvenile judge if a child is growing up in such a way that his moral
or physical future is endangered. The courts may make a provisional
supervision order 27 while an investigation in connection with an appli-
cation for supervision is in progress. This decision can quickly be
taken; there is no need to hear the parents and no appeal is possible. 28
Provisional supervision continues until a final decision is taken on the
application for supervision.29
A supervision order implies the appointment of a family guardian
by the judge. In most cases, this will be a staff member (professional
employee) of a family guardianship organization. In nearly all other
cases it will be a member (volunteer) of such an organization. Before
making an appointment, the family court will generally consult the or-
ganization involved. 30 While a supervision order applies, the child
may be taken from home for observation3 1 or for care or bringing up 32
at an observation home, a private or state institution, or elsewhere (e.g.,
a foster family). The juvenile judge will seek the assistance of the
guardianship organization to implement the measure, for which it (still)
bears the formal responsibility. However, the practical aspects of im-
plementing the measure lie with the organization which regularly con-
sults the juvenile judge since it is under the latter's guidance that the
guardian supervises the child and the judge can make all kinds of deci-
sions while the order applies (including termination/extension, replace-
ment of the guardian, removal from home).
A supervision order is normally made for one year and can be
renewed for a further year in each case. Removal from home while an
order applies is tied to set periods: the maximum period for observation
is five months (including extensions), 33 for removal for care and bring-
ing up, the maximum period is two years; however, further extension is
possible in certain cases.34
This measure constitutes a restriction on the parents' authority.
The latter must in fact follow the directions of the family guardian. 35
But before a guardian gives mandatory instructions, he will have to
advise the parents as much as possible on care and bringing up and try
27. CIV. CODE art. 257 (Neth.).
28. CODE OF CIV. PRO. art. 940 (Neth.).
29. CIv. CODE art. 257 (Neth.).
30. Id. art. 255.
31. Id. art. 262.
32. Id. art. 263.
33. Id. art. 262.
34. Id. art. 263.
35. Id. art. 260.
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to persuade them to do what may be necessary. 36 Within this frame-
work, persuasion and motivation is the rule and enforcement is only a
last resort.
The third measure, mandatory suspension of parental authority,
may be taken if the parent is incapable of or unsuitable for fulfilling his
duty to care for and bring up the child and if, moreover, it is not
against the interests of the latter.37 The consequence of this measure is
that the parent loses his authority over the child. This almost always
means that the child is placed under the authority of a guardianship
organization and must be lodged away from home. The guardianship
organization decides whether the new place of stay will be a foster fam-
ily or an institution and where this will be.
The measure can be imposed only if the parent does not object.
Nonetheless, suspension of parental authority is possible in certain
cases.38 This applies particularly to the situation following an unsuc-
cessful supervision order-an exception which has given rise to discus-
sion and continues to do so.
The fourth measure, removal from parental custody, may occur on
various grounds.39 The best known, and also the most common, are
abuse of parental authority, gross neglect of care and attention, and a
detrimental life style on the part of the parents. If one of the grounds
for removal is present, the imposition of this measure is still subject to
the court considering it necessary in the child's interests. The direct
consequence of removal is generally the transfer of parental authority
to a guardianship organization and removal of the child. Other conse-
quences of removal from custody affecting the parents are the loss of
active and passive voting rights4° and loss of usufruct of the child's
assets.4 ' The latter consequences and the fact that in most cases culpa-
ble misconduct by the parents must be proven mean that removal from
custody is seldom resorted to. On the list of various measures open to
the court, removal from custody is well to the bottom; it is contem-
plated only in extreme situations offering little prospects.
Both of the latter measures-suspension of authority and removal
from custody-appear to have much in common with termination of
parental rights in the United States. However, there are important dif-
ferences. The Dutch measures do not mean that the child is free for
36. Id. art. 259.
37. Id. art. 266.
38. Id. art. 268 (mandatory suspension).
39. Id. art. 269.
40. NETH. CONST. art. 90.
41. Civ. CODE art. 251 (Neth.).
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adoption. In other words the parents, despite their loss of parental
authority, retain the right to refuse consent to their child being adopted
(e.g., by the foster parents).42 Further, loss is not final. If the mutual
relationship has improved adequately, they can apply for reinstatement
of parental authority. The court can approve this request if it is con-
vinced that the child can again be entrusted to his parents.
Child Abuse: Growing Concern in the Netherlands
The abuse of children is as old as mankind. This section is con-
cerned with a brief sketch of recent developments in the Netherlands in
the concern regarding child abuse.
The first public evidence of concern following the Second World
War dates to 1957. In that year, Mrs. B.L. F. Clemens Schr6ner pub-
lished her paper on the "Mental Maltreatment of Children. ' 43 For the
Netherlands, it is still a unique study, not only because it brought child
abuse to the attention of Dutch lawyers and doctors long before this
happened in America but, chiefly, because it systematically dealt with
the highly complex subject of mental maltreatment (the first, and un-
fortunately, so far the last to do so). Regrettably, this publication was
far ahead of its time. At least, it did not lead to discernible social
and/or political activity. It was only in the sixties that-undoubtedly
partly under the influence of growing concern in America-a number
of articles again appeared in professional journals (chiefly medical).44
However, interest remained limited to professional journals. The
articles did not lead directly to concrete action. They did, however,
instigate attention on a wider front. In 1969 particularly, child abuse
was brought to the attention of the wider public through many newspa-
per reports, comment in weeklies, etc. Members of Parliament asked
questions and the policy makers involved became active. The Minister
42. We must remember that no final refusal is concerned in this case. The foster parents may
re-apply for adoption two years after such a refusal. If the child's parents again withhold consent
to adoption, the courts are then-unlike on the first occasion-no longer obliged to refuse the
foster parents' request. Ctv. CODE art. 228 (Neth.).
43. The study is based on 100 cases which Clemens Schr6ner collected from the police at
Groningen and Rotterdam over a ten-year period. Partly inspired by German writing on the sub-
ject, it puts a detailed proposal for making the mental maltreatment of children a criminal offense
under a separate article of law.
44. The main articles were: Abbenhuis, The Maltreatment of Children, 21 DE KOEPEL 110
(1967) (in Dutch) (in which it was estimated that 12,000 Dutch children were being abused each
year in the Netherlands, with approximately 120 deaths and 160 children suffering permanent
injury); Kuipers and van Creveld, The Maltreatment of Children, 108 DUTCH MED. REV. 2399
(1964) (in Dutch) (in which Dutch doctors first described child abuse cases treated in Amsterdam
hospitals). See also Kuipers, The Maltreatment of Children and Professional Secrecy, 76 NURSING
J. 640 (1966) (in Dutch); Beemer, Professional Secrecy and Child Abuse, 44 KATH. ARTSENBLAD
256 (1965) (in Dutch).
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of State for Social Affairs and Public Health, in a letter, asked the
Royal Dutch Society for the Promotion of Medicine 45 to give attention
to the phenomenon of child abuse. The Society's response was
favorable. It is clear from this correspondence 46 that the professional
secrecy of physicians is an important obstacle to rapid reporting and
treatment of child abuse.47
In his letter, the Minister of State wrote:
[N]ot only neighbors and members of the family can sometimes sus-
pect abuse, but it is usually doctors . . . that can confirm abuse of
this kind with an at least reliable degree of certainty. However, in
practice they make virtually no use of their knowledge regarding the
child, i e., where these factors come to light, they hardly ever involve
the persons and organizations concerned with the problem ....
The argument is often put that if they do otherwise, the public will in
the future no longer wish or dare to approach a doctor. In addition,
considerations of a medical ethical nature also play an important
role. I have in mind the interpretation by a great many doctors of
medical professional secrecy.48
In its reply, the Society stated that it felt that the doctor will have
to refrain from notifying the court on initial suspicion-probably a cer-
tainty for him personally-of an as yet slight abuse of a child by his
parents:
However, it is a function of the physician, and this cannot be too
greatly stressed, to attempt at this first stage to seek a solution by
other means . . . . When it is clear that attempts by these other
means to avoid further abuse of the child by his parents remain un-
successful, the medical attendant will have to ask himself whether
maintaining secrecy of his findings may not be detrimental to the
child. . . . This may mean that, after consulting his conscience, he
will consider himself relieved of his professional secrecy and will lay
an information.49
In essence, the Minister of State suggested that thought be given to
a procedure that could be followed by a doctor if he wished to contact
non-medical organizations in connection with a case of child abuse.
For this purpose, a working party was set up at the beginning of 1970
including officers from three departments, i:e., Social Affairs and Pub-
lic Health; Culture, Recreation and Social Work; and Justice; and rep-
45. AU physicians in the Netherlands belong to this organization, which is generally referred
to as the KNMG.
46. This correspondence was published in 21 MEDISCH CONTACT 1047 (1969).
47. This should not be surprising. Doctors' professional secrecy was (and perhaps still is) a
major problem in the United States, too; the "reporting laws" are partly a result of this. Medical
professional secrecy is also an obstacle to dealing effectively with child abuse in other European
countries.
48. 21 MEDISCH CONTACT 1047 (1969).
49. Id.
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resentatives of the Society and a number of specialist associations
(pediatricians, psychiatrists). It was known as the "Inter-departmental
Working Party on Child Abuse" and submitted its report in October
1970.50 In it, the working party suggested that, as an experiment, four
confidential doctors be appointed in certain large cities in different
parts of the country (Amsterdam, Arnhem, Groningen, and Rotter-
dam). The confidential doctors would be available for consultation
and advice, particularly to physicians, but also to others whenever child
abuse was suspected or confirmed. In the meantime, in September
1970, the "Association against Child Abuse" was set up by a number of
private persons.
Before dealing with the effects of these two activities and especially
with the introduction and development of the confidential doctor in
connection with child abuse, a look should first be taken at the legal
aspects of medical professional secrecy in the Netherlands.
Child Abuse and Medical Professional Secrecy
The preceding discussion of increasing interest shown in the phe-
nomenon of child abuse indicates that the approach eventually pro-
posed (the appointment of four confidential doctors) was to a large
extent determined by the problems surrounding medical confidential-
ity. For that reason, a closer examination of the legal aspects of pro-
fessional secrecy-which, in fact, was also a substantial obstacle to the
effective combating of child abuse elsewhere-appears at least perti-
nent.
This section will be limited to the professional secrecy of the physi-
cian. However, others who are professionally concerned with the ren-
dering of assistance may find themselves faced with the problem of
confidentiality.5'
On completing his examinations, each physician takes an oath or
affirms that "he shall reveal to no one what has been entrusted to him
or what has come to his knowledge in secret in the pursuit of medicine
unless he is required in legal proceedings to make a statement as wit-
ness or expert or he is obliged by law to provide information." 52 The
legal significance of this oath is substantial. It is a condition that must
50. Ministry of Social Affairs and Public Health Press Report, No. 3765 (Dec. 17, 1970)
(Neth.).
51. For example, social workers must deal with problems of confidentiality. The courts have
viewed this matter variously and social workers do not (as yet) fall under a discipline governed by
law. This does not conceal the fact that the social worker may have particular problems with
secrecy because of his professional code.
52. Act of Dec. 25, 1878, § 21, 222 Stat., as amended by Act of March 25, 1971, 253 Stat.
(Neth.).
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be met in order to be admitted as a physician. The doctor must under-
take to keep secret the knowledge that he obtains as medical attendant.
This obligation is also protection for the patient. Breach of this oath is
not penalized specially.
In criminal law, the duty of secrecy is laid down in article 272 of
the Criminal Code and the refusal to give testimony in article 218 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure. These provisions must be regarded
on their merits; they are not a direct consequence of or based on the
oath or affirmation given. Finally, it may be mentioned that the final
part of the oath or affirmation may give rise to misunderstanding. The
position is not that the doctor must speak out if he is heard before the
courts as a witness or expert. On the contrary, he may remain silent
throughout by virtue of the right granted him to withhold testimony.5 3
The secrecy that the physician undertakes to observe by oath or
affirmation is not of an absolute nature. The law may oblige him to
provide information, according to the final clause of the oath. Confir-
mation of this may be found in the statutory obligation, inter alia:
(1) to make notification of an infectious disease;54 (2) to make notifica-
tion of certain occupational diseases;-" and (3) to supply a death
certificate. Failure to supply such a certificate means that the doctor
considers that in his opinion the deceased did not die a natural death.56
The doctor's obligation of secrecy, confirmed by the oath or affirmation
made by him, has three legal aspects, i e., disciplinary, criminal and
civil. Each of these aspects will be examined separately.
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL SECRECY AND DISCIPLINARY LIABILITY
Although the law relating to medical discipline offers no special
sanctions for breach of professional secrecy, this aspect of law ensures
that professional confidences are properly kept. Section 1 of the Medi-
cal Practice (Discipline) Act provides inter alia "that a physician who is
guilty of actions that undermine confidence in the physician's standing
may, without prejudice to his liability pursuant to other statutory provi-
sions, be exposed to the disciplinary measures .... -57
Precisely the fact that a doctor may be expected to keep his knowl-
edge concerning a patient secret forms an important pillar of the confi-
dence that medical people enjoy in society. Failure to honor this
53. CODE OF CRIM. PRO. art. 218 (Neth.).
54. Infectious Diseases Act of 1928, 265 Stat. (1928) (Neth.).
55. Factories Act of 1919, 624 Stat. (1919) (Neth.).
56. Act concerning Disposal of the Dead, 390 Stat. (1955) (Neth.).
57. Act of July 2, 1928, § 1, 222 Stat. (Neth.).
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expectation may mean that this confidence is undermined. It is not
therefore unusual for a medical disciplinary committee to find in con-
nection with a complaint that a doctor has undermined confidence in
the physician's standing by passing certain information on to third par-
ties. The disciplinary measures that can be instituted are a warning, a
reprimand, a cash fine not exceeding 10,000 Dutch guilders, suspension
from the pursuit of medicine, and withdrawal of his authority to pursue
medicine.58
If a doctor, despite suspension or withdrawal of his authority, con-
tinues to practice medicine he may become criminally liable. 59 The
fine imposed is paid to the state and not to the complainant.
With regard to child abuse, an important point was, and is, of
course, whether a doctor who brings child abuse, or a suspicion thereof,
to the knowledge of the competent authorities (e.g, the courts) under-
mines confidence in the physician's standing, in other words, whether
he becomes subject to disciplinary proceedings. Save for a few excep-
tions, 60 doctors in the Netherlands are quite generally of the opinion
that a doctor is free to discuss a case of child abuse with non-physi-
cians, including the court authorities. 61 This is already clear from the
letter referred to above from the Royal Society for the Promotion of
Medicine. The view of this organization-that the doctor may, should
he consider it necessary, bring a case of child abuse to the notice of a
social agency (e.g., the Child Care and Protection Board)--is con-
firmed by the result of an inquiry among doctors published in Decem-
ber 1970.62
To avoid misunderstanding, the question is whether the duty of
confidentiality is absolute or relative in nature. Relative nature is de-
fended in the older sources, too,6 3 t e., the general interest or the inter-
est of the patient himself may mean that the doctor is relieved of his
58. Id. § 5.
59. CODE OF CRIM. PRO. art. 195 (Neth.).
60. See e.g., Schuurmans Stekhoven, ChildAbuse and Professional Secrecy, 114 NETH. MED.
J. 170 (1970) (in Dutch).
61. See Botman, Professional Secrecy and Conscience, 21 MEDISCH CONTACT 725 (1966) (in
Dutch); Horbach, Professional Secrecy and Conscience, 21 MEDISCH CONTACT 740 (1966) (in
Dutch).
62. The inquiry was commissioned by the Dutch Broadcasting Organization carried out by
Intomat on Nov. 27, 1970. The project was carried out with a representative sample covering 200
of the 4,600 family doctors in the Netherlands. Of the family doctors questioned, 67% replied that
they, where necessary, would not hesitate to breach professional secrecy in the case of child abuse.
A good 31% said they preferred the Child Care and Protection Board as the body to notify about
child abuse (should a duty of disclosure be introduced).
63. See D. HAZEWINKEL-SURINGA, THE LABYRINTH OF PROFESSIONAL SECRECY 96 el seq.
(1959) (in Dutch).
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duty to remain silent.64 This does not mean that nothing can happen
to a doctor who breaches his professional secrecy in such a case. On
the contrary, he must take account of the possibility of a complaint
being brought against him before the disciplinary court. If this hap-
pens, he will have to justify his action before the court; in other words,
he remains professionally liable (and also criminally and in civil law).
The chance of a finding against him is perhaps small, but this freedom
(.e., to breach professional secrecy) will not be resorted to so quickly
because of the (detrimental) chance of legal proceedings.
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL SECRECY AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY 6 5
Professional secrecy that may be expected of a doctor is also ac-
knowledged in criminal law. On the one hand, there is the duty to
remain silent under the Criminal Code: "Any person who deliberately
betrays any secret which he knows or can reasonably be expected to
know that he is obliged to keep by virtue of his office, his profession, or
a statutory regulation, or by virtue of his former office or profession,
commits an offence. ' ' 66 On the other hand, there is the right to remain
silent under the Code of Criminal Procedure: "Any person may refuse
to give testimony or to reply to certain questions if by virtue of his
position, his profession or his office he is bound to secrecy, but only
concerning matters knowledge of which has been entrusted to him as
such." 6
7
As regards the duty of silence, not only disciplinary but also crimi-
nal action is possible against a doctor who breaches his duty of secrecy.
There need not be any great doubts as to a doctor's knowledge that he
must honor a confidence as described above. The oath or affirmation
given by him is an adequate indication of this.68
The duty of secrecy recognized by criminal law is based on the
peculiar requirements of the profession exercised. The requirements
of the medical profession imply that anyone who places himself or a
member of his family under a doctor's care may be certain that the
64. For a discussion of who is the doctor's patient in child abuse cases, see text accompany-
ing notes 78-80 infra.
65. See generally Remmelink, The Criminal Code, in NOYON LANGEME1JER (7th ed. Gouda
Quint B.V.), (in Dutch); Van Bemmelen, Professional Secrecy and the Right to Refuse Testimony,
39 NEDERLANDS JURISTENBLAD [N.J.B.] 365 (1964) (in Dutch).
66. CRIM. CODE art. 272 (Neth.).
67. CODE OF CRIM. PRO. art. 218 (Neth.).
68. A prosecution can be brought in respect of the offense only on a complaint lodged by the
specific person against whom the offense has been committed. CRIM. CODE art. 272 (2) (Neth.). (If
the offense is committed against a person who has not yet reached age 16, the complaint must be
submitted by his legal representative. Three months are allowed for submitting the complaint.).
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doctor will not reveal any information about the patient without his
consent. The duty of secrecy stated here is not based directly on the
oath or affirmation made; rather, it is based on statutory69 and case
law.70
It cannot be inferred from published decisions that the duty of se-
crecy under the Criminal Code is often applied to doctors. It must be
remembered that a doctor who reveals information obtained through
the doctor-patient relationship in a case of child abuse may be faced
with a complaint from the parents which can lead to criminal proceed-
ings.
However, a complaint does not automatically lead to a prosecu-
tion. The public prosecutor may use his discretion in deciding whether
to bring proceedings. The principle of expediency in the Netherlands
criminal law means that the public prosecutor may withhold proceed-
ings if this is in the common interest. He may withdraw a case right up
to the point when the court begins to sit.71 If the public prosecutor sees
a reason for desisting from criminal proceedings in the common inter-
est the interested party may bring his case to the Appeal Court, which
may still authorize institution of proceedings? 2
This applies in a quite different context when considering the right
to remain silent. Under the Criminal Code, the doctor must remain
silent73 while under the Code of Criminal Procedure he may remain
silent when asked to testify. 74 This faculty is remarkable when com-
pared with other provisions. If during legal proceedings a doctor de-
cides to reply to the questions put, it may lead to a complaint (e.g., by
the parents of the child where child abuse is concerned) that the doctor
has been guilty of a criminal offense under the Criminal Code. Fur-
ther, a right to remain silent before the court (implying a choice on the
doctor's part) is difficult to square with the oath or affirmation (imply-
ing no choice) made by the doctor. The right to remain silent under
the Code of Criminal Procedure is derived from the duty of confidenti-
ality based on the particular requirements of the medical profession.
What is of interest with regard to child abuse cases is that a doctor who
is in breach of his duty to remain silent by involving third parties is still
not thereby compelled in court proceedings to provide all information
in his possession or to answer all questions. The right to remain silent
69. See text accompanying note 66 supra.
70. Judgment of April 21, 1913, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [1913] N.J. 958.
71. CODE OF CRIM. PRO. art. 167(2), 242(2) (Neth.).
72. Id. art. 12.
73. CRIM. CODE art. 272 (Neth.).
74. CODE OF CRIM. PRO. art. 218 (Neth.).
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is not suspended if the suspect gives the doctor permission to speak in
court.
7 5
Breach of secrecy in order to set effective assistance in motion to
help a maltreated child and the parents does not therefore mean that
the doctor could be legally compelled to make statements which could
lead to the parents being sentenced. Proper use of the right to remain
silent can in that respect benefit confidence in the physician's standing.
It must be understood, however, that this point applies, by virtue of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, only in criminal matters. However, the
same applies under the Civil Code to civil matters as well. 76 In such
cases, too, a doctor may refuse to give evidence. Because the question
of civil liability for a doctor's errors is important in both the Nether-
lands and the United States, 77 a more detailed examination of it is war-
ranted.
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL SECRECY AND CIVIL LIABILITY
In the Netherlands, when a person applies to a doctor, asking him
for treatment, and the doctor accepts the patient, a contract is con-
cluded in private law. On the whole, this contract is regarded as one
for the rendering of certain services. 78 The contract requires the doctor
to make "every effort." This means that the doctor will, in the correct
way and to a sufficient degree, use the knowledge and skills which he
possesses as a doctor; he does not undertake to achieve a certain result.
Failure to achieve the anticipated result is not in itself a breach of con-
tract. This may be the case if the doctor applies his knowledge and
skills in an incorrect way or in insufficient measure.
The patient is, in principle, obliged to give the necessary coopera-
tion. But this does not mean that he is an arbitrary object of medical
treatment. The patient has exclusive authority over his own body; in
other words, he is entitled to refuse his cooperation with treatment or
with part of it. The contract applies only to the examination or the
treatment in respect of which it was concluded. If in the course of
examination other complaints come to light, the doctor will require
separate consent to treat them.
75. Judgment of Feb. 17, 1928, Hoge Raad der Nederlanden, [1928] N.J. 727.
76. CIV. CODE art. 1946(2) 3.e (Neth.).
77. The ease with which very high damages can be claimed in civil proceedings in the
United States in the case of errors by a doctor is a "bogeyman" to the Dutch physician. The
comment that the author heard on this question during his visit to the United States (Fall 1977)
was not entirely positive. His impression is that the doctor's civil liability in the United States has
an almost inhibiting effect on his activities, particularly in crisis situations (e.g., traffic accidents).
78. CIv. CODE art. 1637 (Neth.).
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However, what is the position in private law when a parent comes
to the doctor with his child for medical treatment? The parents are
acting as the legal representatives of the child, who is being treated by
the doctor as a patient. But does this relationship mean that the doctor
may not proceed further in his treatment than the parents wish? Must
he dutifully follow the parents' directions irrespective of the conse-
quence it may have for the child?
A commentator has referred to a "contract of treatment" in con-
nection with the above relationship. Parents, as legal representatives,
conclude a contract of treatment with the doctor in respect of their chil-
dren. Under this contract, the doctor is responsible to the parents for
the welfare of the child to be treated, in other words the doctor is here
bound by the parents' judgment. Consequently, the physician would be
in breach of contract if he notified others of his suspicion of child
abuse. In fact, he would already be in breach of his contract if he
allowed the interests of the "child" to prevail over the interests of the
"family" or, of the parent(s). This breach of contract may lead to an
action in damages being brought against the doctor.
This view of the rights of the child and the function of the doctor
must be categorically rejected. It relegates the child to an object of the
parents' free disposal and degrades the doctor to a puppet in the hands
of the same parents. The consequence would be that a doctor who
suspected that serious maltreatment of the child was the cause of the
injury being treated by him and who strongly feared that the child
might be further abused would be acting properly (in the legal sense) if
he did not report his suspicions and fears to suitable persons or agen-
cies. This would apply even if the child suffered permanent brain
damage as a result of further maltreatment or even lost his life. A doc-
tor who breached professional secrecy in an attempt to avoid further
abuse could have damages awarded against him for breach of contract
in private law.
This narrow, legalistic view is to overlook the fact that every minor
(even a young child) has rights and that the doctor has his own profes-
sional responsibility particularly in connection with the minor's inter-
ests. It must be recognized that in the doctor-parents-child
relationship we are dealing with a legal situation of a quite peculiar
nature sui generis. The basic premise is that the child is the doctor's
patient who, according to universal principles, must enjoy special pro-
tection and must be given the opportunity and facilities to develop
physically and mentally in a sound and normal manner. Further, he is
a patient who is entitled to protection against all forms of neglect, cru-
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elty and exploitation.79
As regards the child, the parents have certain powers by law. How-
ever, these powers are not for the parents' benefit but are given for the
purpose of serving the child's interest. They are directly connected
with the parental duty of care and upbringing. The doctor's position
has two aspects: (1) that of providing treatment by practicing physical
medicine; and, (2) that of locating the causes of the symptoms, which
often requires the application of social medicine. For example, if a
parent comes to a doctor with his child and the doctor accepts a request
to provide treatment, the latter is obliged to use his knowledge and
skills to best effect. If necessary, he must search out the more deeply
rooted causes of a particular symptom. The parents may expect this if
they take the child to a doctor for treatment. This also follows from a
development of the role of the physician (and of the family doctor in
particular), which is to pay more attention to psychosomatic symptoms
and the aspect of social medicine in the work of the family doctor.
Further, it includes the child's right to such facilities that he can de-
velop physically and mentally in a sound and normal manner. The
doctor's responsibility for the patient brought to him is next in line to
the parents' primary responsibility for their child.
What, then, if a parent comes to the family doctor with a mal-
treated child? Let us assume that most parents in such cases will not
indicate as the cause of the injury that they have struck or abused the
child. Our knowledge of the phenomenon of child abuse has increased
and spread in such a way that the doctor is generally capable of recog-
nizing the stated cause as incorrect (e.g., it does not tally with the
child's age or with the nature of the wounds). Having regard to the
parents' primary responsibility, the doctor will have to put his suspicion
of maltreatment to them. In the first instance, the cause will lie with
one or with both of them and/or with the family situation as a whole.
He will have to try to deal with this cause in consultation with the par-
ents and by involving suitable bodies or persons. This is, of course, an
extremely delicate operation. However, his duty as a doctor and the
interests of his young patient oblige him to go further than to deal with
the symptoms by trying to tackle the causes, partly for the sake of pre-
vention in his patient's interest. However, the parents will usually
deny abuse or bluntly refuse to cooperate in the approach proposed by
the doctor.
79. Declaration of the Rights of the Child, principles 2 and 9.
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The doctor's own responsibility for his patient-in this case a mi-
nor-means that he must help the latter as much as possible in the
abusive situation in which he finds himself. The doctor derives this re-
sponsibility from his position as a provider of aid and from the confi-
dence that even a minor may place in him, a confidence that the doctor
will, wherever possible, do more than merely combat the symptoms.
Finally, his responsibility as a citizen to protect minors also plays a
part."° Thus, because of this important responsibility to the child, if
the doctor involves third parties in such a case against the express wish
of the parents, any action in damages brought by the parents would,
probably, have no chance of success.
An Interim Balance Sheet: Why a Confidential Doctor?
If, looking back to the start of the seventies, we were to draw up a
balance sheet for that period and ask why a confidential doctor was
introduced to deal with child abuse in the Netherlands, we would have
to consider the following:
(1) Various opportunities exist for rendering aid and for
legal intervention. Criminal law, alone, is quite directly con-
cerned with the abuse of children by their parents by applica-
tion of article 304 of the Criminal Code; the number of
reported criminal cases of child abuse in this way is negligibly
small.
(2) When applying measures under civil law, no distinc-
tion is made between child abuse and other problem situa-
tions. The welfare organizations, too, have no separate
approach to the phenomenon of child abuse.
(3) It may, therefore, be concluded that in the early sev-
enties little or nothing was known about child abuse, with in-
terest being limited to a few articles in professional journals.
The breakthrough came chiefly as a consequence of publicity
in dailies and weeklies in 1969 and 1970, and through politi-
cal activity.
(4) When seeking ways for effectively combating child
abuse, the doctor can and must play a central role. However,
his duty of secrecy is also the chief obstacle to an effective
approach of that kind.
80. Any person who willfully leaves a person whom he is obliged to maintain, nurse, or care
for by virtue of an agreement in a helpless position commits an offense. CRIM. CODE art. 255
(Neth.).
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(5) The appointment of confidential doctors was intended
to allow this hurdle to be taken more easily by being available
to doctors for consultation. The confidential doctor would
have to advise on how to act, and possibly he would have to
mediate, e.g., through contact between the family doctor and
the courts and, if necessary, be able to take initiative on his
own in connection with cases of child abuse submitted to him.
(6) The introduction of the confidential doctor changed
nothing in the opportunities for applying criminal law nor
any more so in that of applying child care measures. They
have had some influence, however.
(7) The introduction of the confidential doctor made no
official change, either, in the statutory arrangements for the
doctor's disciplinary, criminal and civil liability; the confiden-
tial doctor must enable a physician to tackle cases of child
abuse effectively while adopting a responsible attitude to-
wards his duty of secrecy. Precisely for that reason, a doctor
and not a lawyer, social worker or psychologist was appointed
as a confidential adviser.
THE CONFIDENTIAL DOCTOR AND CHILD ABUSE
Plans- Objectives, Tasks and Organization
The problems relating to the doctor's professional secrecy were the
direct cause for the appointment of confidential doctors. However,
maintaining the physician's professional secrecy, i.e., making it possi-
ble for him to treat child abuse without infringing confidentiality, cer-
tainly was and is not the sole object of the confidential doctor.
According to the report of the Inter-Departmental Working Party on
Child Abuse,8' two objectives are aimed at with the appointment of
confidential doctors: (1) improved (and earlier) identification and treat-
ment of child abuse; and, (2) widening knowledge about the nature and
extent of the phenomenon of child abuse in the Netherlands. To
achieve these two objectives, the confidential doctors were given a
threefold task: to give advice; to collect data; and, to offer "organiza-
tional" after-care.
The advisory task means that the confidential doctor is available
for consultation and to advise doctors and also other persons and bod-
ies who come into contact with cases of child abuse. After such consul-
tation, the attendant (family doctor, specialist, and also others) would
81. See text accompanying note 50 supra.
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have to take the necessary steps in order to give or procure child and
parents the help most suitable to them. This might mean treating them
oneself and/or referring them to others, such as the social work service,
the Child Care and Protection Board, and the like. In short, the task
means that the confidential doctor essentially plays a passive role (he
gives advice and is a sounding, board for consultation) and does not
take on the case from the notifier (doctor, etc.).
The task of collecting data may be done by gathering the relevant
data on each case submitted to the confidential doctor (for advice and
consultation). The notifier would have to be prepared to supply this
information. Not only would actual knowledge of child abuse in the
Netherlands thereby be widened but material could also be collected
for scientific research. Last but not least, the recording of data could
make it possible to locate recidivism immediately. Precisely because
of this early indication of repetition, it is considered desirable that any
person dealing with cases of child abuse should bring the matter to the
confidential doctor's knowledge. In order to make it possible to locate
repetition on a national basis, the setting up of a central register should
be facilitated. Use of data collected in this way would be left to the
discretion of the confidential doctor. In other words he decides, with-
out involving any others, whether, and if so, to what extent, such infor-
mation should be brought to the knowledge of third parties.
The task of organizational after-care means that the confidential
doctor must make sure a case of child abuse submitted to him does not
end up between ship and shore. In other words, after some time has
passed, the confidential doctor will have to ask the notifier whether the
aid plan discussed in the course of advice or consultation was in fact
implemented. If necessary, he can then give further advice, particu-
larly if implementation of the plan has encountered problems.
Organizational shaping is kept as simple as possible because it was
not possible in 1970 to forecast how great the need for advice and con-
sultation on child abuse might be. The person appointed as a confi-
dential doctor would be a doctor (preferably a family doctor or
pediatrician) with his own full-time practice. The function of confiden-
tial doctor would be fulfilled in addition to an ordinary day's work. He
could have an assistant available for administration-recording data,
dealing with correspondence and the like. This would be provided by
the Child Care and Protection Board insofar as he might need it.
Partly for that reason, the confidential doctor would come under the
Board organizationally, albeit as a quite independent and self-con-
tained unit; i.e., the confidential doctor is not employed by the Board.
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To stress this independence, he would have his own telephone number
and his own postal address, despite the fact that his office is in the same
building as that housing the Board. Another reason for "latching on"
to the Board is that the confidential doctor in this way obtains easy and
rapid access to the data in the Board's possession. After all, the Board
is the Government body concerned with preparing and submitting (to
the court) applications for the institution of child care measures. The
Board, therefore, has a great deal of information available on problem
families that can be of particular use to the confidential doctor when
giving advice. The confidential doctor is appointed by the Ministers of
Justice and Public Health and is required to report to them. This duty
would at least comprise a joint report annually by the confidential doc-
tors.
Implementation of the Plans
Four confidential doctors were appointed on January 1, 1972 ex-
perimentally. The Ministers responsible wished to keep the experi-
mental character particularly to make it possible to retract the
appointments one or two years later should it appear that the (antici-
pated) needs had not been met. This section will discuss the state of
affairs after six full years, ending with a listing of the advantages and
disadvantages of the Dutch approach to child abuse through the insti-
tution of the confidential doctor. By way of a general comment and for
better insight into developments in recent years, it should be noted that
the work of the confidential doctors did not have any statutory base;
the approach was and is based on the willingness of all kinds of persons
and organizations to cooperate in the cases that arose. Notification to
the confidential doctor is made voluntarily and the notifier is free either
to follow up or to disregard the advice given. Moreover, he is not
obliged to make available the information requested by the confidential
doctor.
Preference for an approach on a voluntary basis flows from vari-
ous considerations. In the long run, compulsory notification will not
be more effective than a system of notification on a voluntary basis. A
"duty" could make doctors (and others) shy off and, in any event, lead
to all kinds of legal problems. For example, what should be reported
(what is child abuse and how can this be defined in a legal form)?
How can the failure of notification be discovered? What sanctions
should be applied for failure to make notification? Further,
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mandatory notification demands time-consuming legislation and the
problem requires a rapid and pragmatic approach.
The Work of the Confidential Doctor82
Recording, Advice and Initiative
Since January 1, 1972, anyone may apply to a confidential doctor
with a case of child abuse. These "notifications" reach the confidential
doctor sometimes in writing but mostly by telephone. In the latter case,
the notification will be received by the confidential doctor's administra-
tive help. There are no fixed arrangements for the way in which notifi-
cation is made, i e., no forms have to be completed by the notifier. The
confidential doctor's administrative help fills in a form with the chief
particulars (this is the base document of any future file).
Of major importance is the rule that the name of the notifier re-
mains known only to the confidential doctor. His name will not be
made known by him to any others (parents, child, organizations possi-
bly involved). This rule can be departed from only if the notifier
agrees to disclosure; however, this is limited to cases where it is strictly
necessary. In order to obtain a proper picture of what the confidential
doctor actually does, notifications can be subdivided into notifications
for registration purposes; notifications for advice and consultation; and,
notifications with a request for referral. 83
Nature of report
1972 1973 1974 1975
only for registration
purposes 122(19.4%) 173(21%) 104(12.8%)
with request for ad-
vice • 179(28.5%) 145(17.6%) 67(8.2%)
with referral (fur-
ther treatment left
to medical referee.) * 319(50.8%) 505(61.4%) 637(78.1%)
unknown * 8(1.3%) - 7(0.9%)
• No figures available
82. See generally Pieterse, 29 MENTAL HEALTH MONTHLY 129 (1974); van Ruller, 10
PROCES 199 (1973). (Pieterse and van Ruller are confidential doctors.)
83. The following table shows the extent of these three categories of notifications:
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Notifications for registration purposes come from organizations or
persons who have themselves dealt with the matter or have referred it.
All the confidential doctor does is register the information provided.
From this data, he can identify whether and when repetition occurs.
Although such reporting "for registration purposes" is of particu-
lar importance (widening knowledge, prevention of recidivism), one
gains the impression that the confidential doctor receives much less in
this category than might be possible. Further, the information he does
receive is very limited; often little is reported regarding the nature of
the abuse, the help offered and the organizations involved. Thus,
knowledge is not greatly expanded by these summary reports for regis-
tration purposes. The voluntary nature of the notification to a confi-
dential doctor is apparently the cause of these shortcomings. In this
case, the confidential doctor's role is a clearly passive, recording one.
Notification with a request for advice and/or consultation dove-
tails fully with the confidential doctor's primary task. We are con-
cerned here with reports from persons or bodies who themselves have
facilities for offering or providing (by referral) treatment or assistance
but require consultation or want advice as to the most effective ap-
proach, the involvement of certain organizations, or the consequences
of certain actions (e.g., involving the police). The confidential doctor's
work in this case is as an active advisor. What this advice amounts to
in actual fact cannot be explained in as many words. It depends on the
queries put by the applicant and the nature of the case reported and it
may vary from confirming that a method already adopted is correct
(with the advice being, "continue"), to urgent advice to refer the matter
to others, or even to leaving the case with the confidential doctor him-
self. It will be clear that "collecting data" has more of a chance here
than with notifications purely for recording purposes, even if it is only
because the confidential doctor must have as much information as pos-
sible in order to give effective advice. In such cases, "after care," ie.,
information as to whether or not the advice was carried out, is of im-
portance.
Notification with a request for referral comes from the group of
notification-makers who, while bringing cases of child abuse to the
confidential doctor's notice, wish to take it no further than that. The
reason for this may be that they have no means of contributing toward
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further action or that they do not wish to harm an existing relationship
with the family or the parents. The group includes, in particular,
members of the family, neighbors, friends and also doctors and profes-
sional or voluntary workers who have contact with the family.
When notification is made, the confidential doctor will himself
have to set a treatment plan in motion. In many cases, the data will be
too summary or too vague in order to undertake anything concrete. It
is a firm rule with all bureaus that the family doctor and/or the school
doctor is the first to be approached. If necessary, the identity of the
family doctor is established. In this way, a check is made whether the
report should give rise to certain steps and, if so, whether the family
doctor or school doctor may be prepared to help. In other words, it is
not merely a matter of checking the notification (i e., is there any real
likelihood or a serious suspicion of child abuse as the neighbor or fam-
ily member alleges) but also of finding a starting point for treatment.
It is, in fact, sometimes possible to refer the parents via the family or
school doctor to a suitable welfare organization. This "medical" refer-
ral is the least threatening and the least stigmatizing (who is not at one
time or another referred by his family doctor to an expert or a special-
ist?).
For further treatment, the confidential doctor may, if necessary,
involve other organizations himself. Preference will then be given to
those who have already had contact with the family or parents. In
order to obtain this information, much detective work is sometimes
necessary. The activities of the confidential doctor following a notifi-
cation with a request for referral clearly go further than foreseen in the
working party's report.84 It is certainly more than the relatively pas-
sive advisory function. The confidential doctor is forced to instigate
treatment himself because the notifier drops out. He must make and
maintain contact himself with the treating organizations. Direct con-
tact with the family itself may sometimes be necessary in such cases. It
could be said that the confidential doctor takes the initiative and be-
comes the attendant on the case, ie., he takes the first steps, makes the
first contacts but then passes further treatment to others as quickly as
possible.
In order to be able to play this initiating role, the confidential doc-
tor will have to gather much information from an agency such as the
Child Care and Protection Board. An ad hoc team is also usually
84. See text accompanying note 81 supra.
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formed, consisting of the confidential doctor and his staff and staff of
organizations involved with the case or who should be so involved.
All of these activities generally take place without the parents be-
ing aware of them. They begin to notice something of these efforts
only when a social worker or another welfare worker contacts them.
There are some differences in practice on this point. Some confidential
doctors spend little time searching for welfare organizations whose
members might well be prepared to contact the family. Rather, the
confidential doctors themselves approach the family fairly rapidly in
order to assess the situation at first hand and in order to motivate the
parents to accept help from others.85 However, most confidential doc-
tors prefer to avoid this direct contact.86 They believe that this accords
with the original scheme, in which the confidential doctor was to act
only as adviser to the person reporting.87
Organizational After-Care
The confidential doctor is appointed not only in order to mount
the most suitable assistance in cases of child abuse (by giving advice or
on his own initiative) but he must also make sure that the assistance
given is maintained and not withdrawn prematurely. For this, the
confidential doctor takes up contact, by telephone or letter, after a cer-
tain period which varies according to the nature of the problems from
three to six months. The chief purpose of such contact is:
85. This is known as "maturing" the family for assistance.
86. An investigation by K. Blankman carried out at the confidential doctor's office at Am-
sterdam indicated that from 1972 to 1976 a member of the office's staff had had direct contact with
the family in 32.6% of the cases. With other offices this varies from two to fifteen per cent.
87. In order to give some idea of the extent of these three aspects of the confidential doctor's
daily work, the following review is based on the confidential doctors' annual reports:
Confidential doctors' work
1972 1973 1974 1975
Advisory * 117(19.3%) 103(12.5%) 82(10.1%)
On own initia-
tive • 320(52.8%) 498(60.5%) 589(72.2%)
Both * 23(3.8%) 63(7.7%) 35(4.3%)
Exclusively
registration 146(24.1%) 159(19.3%) 109(13.4%)
No figures available
It will be inferred from this table that the confidential doctor's unforeseen and unplanned initia-
tive-taking work is the greatest. The doctor is not so much asked for advice but is left to deal with
the matter further. This does not mean, however, that the confidential doctor will treat the family
himself. His task is and remains to set existing welfare facilities in motion-if necessary after
having done the initial work himself-to help and advise the child and the parents.
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(1) to make certain that treatment is not becoming bogged
down;
(2) to advise on any interim adjustment to the treatment plan;
(3) if necessary, to ensure that treatment is duly transferred to
another body;
(4) to advise on whether assistance should be ended or not;
and,
(5) to keep the situation of other children in the family under
scrutiny.
Such after-care is already planned when a welfare worker is in-
volved. The information requested is generally readily supplied. On
the other hand, it is extremely summary and often limited to a state-
ment that the family is still receiving treatment or that the case is
closed. Sometimes, when problems arise, the welfare worker will him-
self contact the confidential doctor. Some confidential doctors take
such after-care very seriously and translate it in practice to personal
responsibility for the progress of the case. In actual fact, if a welfare
worker involved by the doctor ceases his work because he considers it
no longer necessary, some confidential doctors like to check that this
decision is correct and will initiate further assistance if necessary. The
welfare worker is, of course, likely to see this as a motion of no confi-
dence. Other confidential doctors stop at less far-reaching after-care,
taking the view that the welfare worker has his own responsibilities.
These differences apart, "organizational after-care" has remained an
under-developed aspect of the confidential doctor's task.88 This is
probably due largely to its open-ended character. The welfare worker
involved by the doctor is not obliged to provide any information at all.
He is free to react as he wishes to an amicable request from the doctor
to keep him informed on the state of affairs. The confidential doctor
apparently feels uncomfortable if asked to monitor something without
having explicit powers to do so--e., those that are statutorily based.
The Gathering of Data
The outcome of this task of the confidential doctor is centered in
an annual report containing a great deal of information on such things
88. The following table summarizes the contacts that the confidential doctors had with the
bodies involved within the framework of their organizational after-care:
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as the age of child and perpetrator, their sex, the position of the child in
the family, parents' occupation and social class, the nature of the abuse,
and so on. This data cannot be dealt with extensively here. The re-
ports up to and including 1975 have now been published.89 Unfortu-
nately, there is no indication that they have so far given any impetus to
incisive scientific research. In brief, one could say that we now know a
great deal on the phenomenon of child abuse as such but still little
about the effects of the treatment applied. For the sake of complete-
ness, it might be mentioned that a committee was set up at the end of
1977 to promote scientific research in the field of child abuse. The
committee receives powerful support from the Association against
Child Abuse.
Organizational after-care
A. Contact within the framework of organizational after-care*
1973 1974 1975
contact made 318 52.2% 541 65.7% 625 76.7%
no contact 193 31.8% 149 18.1% 56 6.1%
not applicable** 95 15.7% 133 16.2% 134 17.1%
This group chiefly covered so-called administrative reports notifications for registration only.
B. Nature of contacts within the framework of organizational after-care*
1973 1974 1975
purely for information
(once) 82 25.8% 194 35.6% 73 11.7%
purely for information
(repeated) 89 28.0% 173 32.1% 299 47.8%
consultation on further
treatment (once) 16 5.0% 33 6.1% 25 4.0%
consultation on further
treatment (repeated) 129 40.6% 132 24.5% 195 31.2%
advice to involve other
body 1 0.3% 7 1.3% 27 4.3%
advice to transfer to
other body 1 0.3% 2 0.4% 6 1.0%
No data are available for 1972.
It may in any event be inferred from these figures that the number of cases in which contact is
maintained between the confidential doctor's office and the treating organization after notification
is clearly increasing. Furthermore, contact is increasingly repeated and more than for information
purposes.
89. Annual report 1972, annual report 1973, evaluation report 1973, annual report 1974,
further report 1974, and annual report 1975, issued only by the Information Service of the Minis-
try of Public Health and Environmental Hygiene.
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Organizational Development-From the Lone Ranger to Teamwork
It became clear quite soon after January 1, 1972 that the humble
beginnings-a part-time officer with a modicum of administrative sup-
port-were insufficient to deal adequately with the reports coming in.
The confidential doctor clearly needed more than a secretary. Reports
received by telephone not only had to be correctly recorded but often
required first aid. This meant that the office staff had to meet high
standards. It was also obvious that the nature of the notifications re-
quired much more than advice. 90 The large and increasing number of
reports in which the confidential doctor was expected to act on his own
initiative made it necessary to appoint a staff member able to mount an
investigation and to make and maintain contact with the various wel-
fare organizations, i e., someone with experience of rendering direct
assistance.
The flexible organizational form9l allowed this unforeseen devel-
opment to be handled quickly. The Child Care and Protection Board
not only provided a high-quality full time clerical assistant where nec-
essary but also one of its social workers on a part-time basis (or full
time where necessary). In this way, the lone adviser quite quickly de-
veloped into a team consisting of a confidential doctor (spending an
average of one day a week on his part-time advisory work), a highly
qualified clerical assistant (a kind of co-ordinator), and a social worker;
the latter two were provided on a full-time or part-time basis, depend-
ing on the extent of the reports, by the Child Care and Protection
Board. It is common now to speak of the confidential doctor's office.
The experimental consultant for cases of child abuse has grown into an
institution. This development is further confirmed by the expansion in
the number of confidential doctors from four to ten, so that these of-
ficers and their staff are now available throughout the Netherlands for
consultation, advice and mediation.
This development has further led to the institution of the confiden-
tial doctor acquiring a special identity in that the office is becoming
steadily more independent from the Board. The first signs of this were
the removal of the team to its own quarters, i.e., they were no longer
housed in the same building as the Board. This independence also gives
rise to problems, particularly for the confidential doctor's staff. These
people are on the Board's payroll and, as such, are appointed by the
Minister of Justice but Work for the confidential doctor. In their latter
90. See text accompanying note 82 supra.
91. See text accompanying note 81 supra.
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capacity, they are considered bound to secrecy and not required to give
any account to their director.
The chief problem is the fact that this development into a team has
come about quite spontaneously, i.e., it is not based on a clear policy.
As a result, the differences that have arisen between the various confi-
dential doctors' offices, particularly as to the role of the social worker,
are not inappreciable. Should the social worker have direct contact
with the family or precisely the opposite?92 This is one of the chief
queries as to method which, like several others, including organiza-
tional questions, is still awaiting a clear answer. The chief reason for
this tardiness in policy-making is that there is no definite co-ordinating
body for today's ten confidential doctors and offices. Responsibility
for the development of the institution of confidential doctor is in fact
rather vaguely divided between three departments, namely Justice
(which pays the confidential doctor's staff via the Board), Public Health
and Environmental Hygiene (which pays for the confidential doctors'
reports) and Culture, Recreation and Social Work (which makes no
financial contribution). This interdepartmental responsibility does not
make for rapid decisions and policy-making.
Results and New Problems
It is not easy to indicate precisely the results and effects of the
confidential doctors' action. No fundamental scientific research on this
has as yet been carried out. However, after six years' experience some-
thing can be said both on the positive results of the institution of confi-
dential doctor and on the new problems that this institution has
engendered.
The positive results have been related to the central goal of confi-
dential doctors' activities: to promote improved detection and treat-
ment. The aim has been a more responsible approach to professional
secrecy. The confidential doctor was devised precisely for doctors.
One can consider the results from these two aspects and then examine a
residual group of other results.
Improved Detection and Treatment
Since 1972, some 5,000 cases of child abuse have been brought to
the attention of confidential doctors.93 Thanks to the activity of the
confidential doctor, these maltreated children have received the help
92. See note 86 supra.
93. The precise figures are as follows (the number of confidential doctors operating during
that year is in parentheses): 1972-438 (4); 1973-628 (4); 1974-823 (6); 1975-815 (6). The
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and treatment they required where it was needed (before 1972, they did
not receive this additional attention without the confidential doctor).
This is the most important of the positive results of action by the confi-
dential doctor. Precisely because of the intervention of the confiden-
tial doctor and his staff, account was taken of the treatment of abused
children as a fact, and of the associated risks to the child (the danger of
repetition, for example). The organizational after-care by the confi-
dential doctor meant that treatment continued in the most suitable way
as long as it was necessary (premature termination was countered; the
risk of recidivism was pointed out, etc.). In short, it has been a clearly
beneficial outcome for the maltreated child.
Another important result relates to existing provisions for assist-
ance and treatment. Through the work of the confidential doctor, ex-
isting organizations, who, before 1972, did not or did not wish to
recognize child abuse, were confronted with this phenomenon. The
confidential doctor's simple questions, "would you help a maltreated
child and his parents reported to me?" forced them to think about child
abuse as such (denial was no longer possible), about the methods of
giving help adopted hitherto, and about their prejudices and emotions
toward abusive parents. In this way, various organizations concerned
with social work and health care generally have begun to assist mal-
treated children on a more conscious and expeditious basis. Their skill
in the early detection of child abuse has also been improved. They
have come to pay more attention to the possibility of child abuse being
present and to know how to bring suitable assistance to bear via the
confidential doctor. Certain organizations have begun to take very
special notice of the maltreated child and his parents;94 others are in
the course of doing so.95 The effects outlined above have been further
strengthened by the advice that the confidential doctors regularly give
to the organizations with which they work in their areas.
In sum, it may be said that the work of the confidential doctor has
promoted and improved the detection and treatment of maltreated
number of confidential doctors was expanded to nine in 1976 and to ten in 1977; the anticipated
number of notifications amounts to about 1,000 per year.
94. This applies to, among others, the Triangel, a socio-therapeutic center where families can
be admitted as a unit (parent(s) and child or children), for a three-month period on average. This
form of residential "total" care has been used as an example by, among others, the National
Center at Denver, where the same was attempted with the Circle House Project. Unfortunately,
this project had to be ended owing to a lack of funds. Another example is the Medical Toddlers
Day Center at Amsterdam, a home where (very) young children up to the age of six who have
been physically abused or who have suffered serious neglect are treated by day.
95. Research has been undertaken in Groningen, in consultation with the local confidential
doctor, into opportunities for applying'social work methods in cases of child abuse. The results of
the research are expected in the course of this year.
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children by using the existing facilities. This is an important structural
gain in that the maltreated child and his parents are no longer unneces-
sarily isolated by setting up institutions specially entrusted with the
care of maltreated children.96 This group of children and parents enter
through the same door as parents and children with other problems.
No institutionalized distinction is drawn between problems of abuse
and other problems of child-rearing, other than, of course, in treatment
within the assisting organization.
These results were achieved without extensive legislation or inci-
sive organizational changes and can be regarded as positive, though it
should not be inferred that every maltreated child in the Netherlands
receives the optimum in assistance. After all, the confidential doctor is
involved on a voluntary basis. Many maltreated children never come
to the confidential doctor's attention. They are detected either too late
or not at all because there still are persons providing aid who do not
(wish to) see the problem. In brief, much still has to be done in im-
proving detection, the involvement of the confidential doctor and gen-
eral awareness.
Maintaining Professional Secrecy
The appointment of the confidential doctors was intended particu-
larly to give the treating doctors an opportunity to consult with another
doctor on cases of child abuse. Data on notifiers indicates that, on
average, one-third are medical men (family doctors, school doctors,
specialists and the like). It can be inferred from this that doctors make
reasonable use of the consultation opportunity offered. They are
clearly prepared, despite their statutory duty of secrecy and without
being obliged by law to do SO, 9 7 to submit cases of child abuse that they
establish or suspect to the confidential doctor. It must be remembered
that such "bringing to the attention of the confidential doctor" means
in practice that others are also involved in the case (welfare workers
and, sometimes, the Child Care and Protection Board and the family
courts). It could be said that professional secrecy is breached via an
interface: the confidential doctor. In formal legal terms, this is as much
a breach of professional secrecy as if no confidential doctor were
involved. Clearly, however, the confidential doctor's importance is
especially a psychological one: it makes it easier for the attendant con-
cerned to breach professional secrecy. Nonetheless, there is a strong
suspicion that many doctors still hide behind their professional secrecy,
96. Such isolation of maltreated children would often amount to a stigma.
97. There are no reporting laws in the Netherlands.
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i e., on a suspicion of child abuse (and even on confirmation) they ne-
glect further action for the benefit of the child by recourse to their duty
of secrecy, apparently for fear of possible legal and other involvement.
Since September 1972, however, there has been really little cause
for fear of the legal consequences of breaching professional secrecy. On
September 28, 1972, the supreme medical disciplinary body in the
Netherlands was first called upon to consider whether disciplinary ac-
tion should be taken against a doctor who had reported child abuse to
the Child Care and Protection Board and thereby breached profes-
sional secrecy.98 The supreme medical disciplinary body's answer was
"no." Their reasoning shows that they feel that such cases are con-
cerned with a conflict between the duty to remain silent on the one
hand and the duty to help the child on the other. The doctor must
resolve this conflict himself in the light of and tested against his entirely
personal attitudes toward ethics, morality and society. The courts have
no say in this decision by the doctor.99 Thus, if the suspicion of child
abuse is based on careful examination and the suspicion is serious
enough, the doctor may report it, even to the guardians of the law. It is
the author's opinion that insufficient use is as yet made of this legal
freedom to report. The author strongly suspects that in the Nether-
lands appreciably more cases of child abuse occurred in 1975 than the
276 reported by the entire medical profession to confidential doctors'
offices in that year. The cause may possibly lie in the as yet inadequate
information available, but the author feels it is also, and perhaps even
chiefly, due to notification being made on a voluntary basis.
In conclusion, professional secrecy is no obstacle either legally or
factually to reporting child abuse, both because of the institution of the
confidential doctor and because of the decision discussed above of our
supreme disciplinary body. Nevertheless, mandatory notification (such
as the reporting laws in America) is desirable.
98. See also the discussion in the text under Medical Professional Secrecy and Disciplinary
Liability, supra.
99. The supreme medical disciplinary body stated:
The duty of the disciplinary court which has to decide whether a complaint is founded as
such is limited to examining whether the doctor against whom it is made carried out the
examination on which his findings are based in a medically responsible way and there-
fore also with sufficient care; in addition, the disciplinary court need take account only of
whether the doctor should reasonably have come to the conclusion on the basis of his
findings that his duty as a doctor prompted him to act as he did. Any more far-reaching
test, by balancing the interests particularly concerned in the case will, in the Central
Bodys opinion, provide no clear criterion because, in such cases, full justice can often
not done to the entirely personal approach of the doctor himself, with which ulti-
mately we are concerned.
[1970] N.J. 270.
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Other Results
In the past six years, factual knowledge about the phenomenon of
child abuse has increased appreciably. The collecting of data by the
confidential doctor has proved its worth. A side effect of this improved
knowledge is the ability to create more understanding for the abusive
parents in particular. Further, by setting up central reporting points
(i e., the confidential doctors), experience in tackling the various situa-
tions in which child abuse may arise has been increased and concen-
trated in a few places accessible to everyone. Knowledge of how to
manage the problem has increased and improved substantially in a rel-
atively short period.
It may also be said that a good deal more is known now about the
application of child care measures than in 1972. The measures most
frequently adopted are provisional committal to the Child Care and
Protection Board and placing the family under supervision. The first of
these measures is normally used in crisis situations for the immediate
security of the child (e.g., the child must be admitted to a hospital and
the parents prevent this). A supervision order is normally made if the
situation is to be supervised for a longer period (through a family
guardian), supported by the authority of the juvenile judge. More radi-
cal steps (removal from custody and suspension of rights) are seldom
applied. i00
100. The following summary is derived from the annual reports:
Survey of child care and protection orders made in respect of maltreated children
1972 1973 1974 1975
1. Number of report-
ed cases 430 628 823 815
2. Orders made before
case reported * 21 23 23
3. Orders applied for
after case reported 32 60 69 72
4. Orders for commit-
tal to care of the
Board whether
made before or af-
ter case reported * 12 30 15
5. Supervision orders,
whether made
before or after case
reported * 69 59 47
No figures available
The drop in the number of care orders and supervision orders (nos. 4 and 5) in 1975 is a result of
the increased number of orders made depriving parents of all authority over their children. It is
not yet known whether this trend towards the use of more drastic measures continued in 1976.
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Finally, a comment on the application of criminal law is notewor-
thy. Although appreciably more cases of child abuse became known
after 1972 than hitherto, this has not led to a clear increase in the
number of criminal sentences on abusive parents under article 304 of
the Criminal Code. Between 1972 and 1977, the number of convictions
for child abuse was minimal. The efforts of confidential doctors in
preventing criminal action in cases where a child is maltreated by his
parents are probably responsible for this low number.
New Problems
It is almost general in human experience that the solution of a
particular problem almost always creates new ones. This also applies
to the approach to combating child abuse via the confidential doctor; in
fact, it is probably even more applicable in this case because an experi-
ment was concerned in which much was left to practical developments.
These practical developments now cover a six-year period and have
given rise to as many organizational and legal problems.
For example, the humble set-up and the improvised housing of the
confidential doctor under the wing of the Child Care and Protection
Board undoubtedly proved useful' 0 but are now beginning to produce
problems. As the confidential doctors' offices grow, they want to act
independently of the Board. They want to determine their own (staff-
ing) policy and not appear as odd men out within the Board's organiza-
tion. In certain cases this has already led to the office seeking new
quarters. Another problem is the precipitate growth from four to ten
confidential doctors and from four part-time staff to a group of about
twenty-five staff (some of them part-time). The differences which
could still be surveyed and, if necessary, eliminated in the case of four
confidential doctors become many times greater and more numerous in
such a large group. They are not only methodical in nature but also
organizational, because each office is independent of the Child Care
and Protection Board in regard to staffing and further implementation.
Certain regional differences are, of course, unavoidable. But, af-
ter six years, the differences in the approach to their task have become
so great between certain offices that the welfare bodies and others coop-
erating with the confidential doctors are beginning to feel uncertain.
The differences are becoming too great. They include the difference in
the approach to the family (some offices make direct contact, others
make no contact at all) and the difference in organizational after-care
101. See also the discussion in the text under Organizational Development-From the Lone
Ranger to Teamwork, supra.
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(some offices see this function as far-reaching supervision of the welfare
worker's work).
Here the plan suffers from the failure to create a central policy-
making body after the experimental start (ie., after two years). Such a
central body, which would also have to have clear powers as a policy
co-ordinator, has not yet been created. Consequently, there is a cer-
tain hiatus in development. The experience gained is not being trans-
lated into further action. The author's proposals 10 2 were directed
toward setting up such a central policy-creating, co-ordinating organi-
zation. The lines this should take would be the setting up of a separate
institution combining the confidential doctors, their staffs and the Asso-
ciation against Child Abuse. The Association's office, which already
has a national advisory function, 10 3 could, with some reinforcement,
act also as a central policy-making and co-ordinating center serving the
ten confidential doctors' offices.' °4
There are also various kinds of legal problems. As the experiment
grows into an institution, the lack of clear statutory rules gives rise to
many queries and uncertainties. By way of illustration, a few of these
problems are:
(1) From where does the confidential doctor or his staff ob-
tain the right to gather information through various channels
about a family referred to them? To what lengths does such
information-gathering go and what are the rights of the par-
ents and/or child in this case?
(2) Is the gathering of information about a family, often
without the family's knowledge a justifiable encroachment on
the privacy of the family? Should the parent not have the
right to see the file and have it destroyed after a certain pe-
riod? It must be remembered in this connection that some re-
ports prove to be incorrect on verification.
(3) Does the confidential doctor also fall under the medical
duty of secrecy? Does this mean that by passing on informa-
102. Id.
103. It is not possible to deal with the Association's work in this article. A brief comment
should be made, however. The Association (further information from 27 Koningsplein, The
Hague) has, since 1970, been concerned with providing information and has recently mounted a
project in which the involvement of volunteers in child abuse cases is the central theme. The
Association has also recently been actively concerned with initiating scientific research. This
spring, a national Awareness Campaign is being started at the Association's request through ad-
vertisements in dailies and weeklies (in many respects it is comparable with the campaign by the
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse in Chicago).
104. Compare these proposals with the plan suggested by Ray E. Heifer in Heifer, The
Center for the Study of Abused and Neglected Children, in HELPING THE BATTERED CHILD AND
His FAMILY 285 (1972).
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tion he lays himself open to disciplinary proceedings (and be-
comes liable at criminal and civil law)?105 If the confidential
doctor falls under the medical duty of secrecy (which is gener-
ally assumed) are we not then faced with a systematic viola-
tion of this duty? Or could his duty in this case be said to be
diminished? If so, should that not be governed by statute?
Does such a duty also apply to the confidential doctor's staff,
possibly derived from the doctor himself?
All in all, there are a good many queries which, after six years, demand
an answer and which highlight the need for a statutory provision. Un-
fortunately, few concrete steps have been taken in this direction. The
reason is probably that none of these queries have yet been exposed to
a powerful legal action. It would, however, be regrettable if a statutory
arrangement could only then be introduced.
To summarize, the confidential doctor has proved to be an excep-
tionally good instrument not only for enlarging our knowledge about
child abuse in the short term (much data via the reports) but also and
above all for mounting and maintaining suitable treatment for the ben-
efit of maltreated children and their parents. Within a short period,
much experience has been obtained in the management of rendering
aid in cases of child abuse, experience concentrated in the confidential
doctors' offices. Up to the present, the offices have proved their useful-
ness to the maltreated child and his parents. The side effects, too, such
as regular publicity and attention and a clearly recognizable institution
to deal with child abuse have proved to be important.
The disadvantages which became apparent in the course of time
are largely a result of the fact that the experiment has been transformed
into an established system without any clear organizational and legal
base. The continued lack of such a base is in turn a result of the ab-
sence of a forward-looking policy on the part of the three departments
concerned (Public Health and Environmental Hygiene; Justice; and
Culture, Recreation and Social Work).
The system proceeds on the unprompted willingness of doctors,
social workers, etc. to cooperate. This voluntary approach i e., no
compulsory notification, no mandatory follow-up, is regarded by some
in a positive light (it has in any event facilitated the rapid introduction
105. This article has already described why breach of professional secrecy, if committed
after careful consideration, need not lead to penalization. (See text accompanying notes 98-99
supra.) But does this also apply to a confidential doctor who considers it precisely his job to use
the information received from doctors or others, to discuss it with others, and to pass it on to
others in order to initiate action for the benefit of the maltreated child?
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of the reporting system via confidential doctors; no statutory provision
was necessary) and by others, in a negative one.
It is the author's opinion that there is, at all events, evidence to
show that notification on a voluntary basis produces an incomplete pic-
ture of the extent of child abuse. Further, an unreported abused child
runs the risk of a repetition not being detected in time. This is one
reason for seriously considering compulsory notification.
Dutch experience has proved that a country which wishes to adopt
a planned and systematic approach may find the confidential doctor a
particularly useful instrument. One proviso, however, is that the coun-
try must have a reasonable level of social assistance and health care. It
is up to such assistance and care to detect child abuse. The confiden-
tial doctor is a means for not stopping at detection but also to proceed
to give help. A second proviso is that the country concerned should not
take an absolute stance on professional secrecy. Strict interpretation
on this point could even make it impossible for doctors to notify a
confidential doctor or, in any event, could lead to major legal con-
flict. 10 6 A flexible approach to the duty of medical secrecy in the
Netherlands enabled many doctors to involve the confidential referee.
While many problems, both organizational and legal, arose in the
Netherlands after six years' experience, it should not be necessary for
all the questions that cropped up to be anticipated and covered by a
statutory arrangement. The attempt to do so is one of the reasons why,
in Belgium, it has already taken a good three years to appoint the first
medical referee. It is probably necessary, however, to appoint several
confidential doctors as soon as possible with an eye to the problems
which will arise. 0 7 A (statutory) scheme to deal with these problems
will have to be based on a properly thought out policy.
The author visited the United States between mid-September and
end-October 1977. He was then able to confirm that it is a country
which plays a pioneering role internationally in the prevention and
treatment of child abuse. By comparison with other countries, atten-
tion to this problem has made great progress-thanks to the activities
of the National Center in Washington, the National Committee in Chi-
106. For example, stringent application of the physician's duty of secrecy applies in France.
Consequently, the law in that country makes an exception to the duty of secrecy with regard to
child abuse. Act of June 15, 1971, No. 71-466, amending CODE PENAL art. 378 (Fr.). A doctor in
France may now report suspected child abuse to a child abuse institution. This is not a mandatory
notification, however. With regard to attitudes toward this amendment, see 9 TRIBUNE DE
L'ENFANCE No. 84, at 36 (1971).
107. The problems that will probably arise in other countries can, and will no doubt be,
different from those now being tackled in the Netherlands.
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cago, the National Center in Denver and the Children's Division of the
American Humane Association, to mention only some of the most im-
portant. Since the sixties, their work has been based on the reporting
laws'08 system, which is being steadily improved. In short, such a coun-
try really does not need a confidential referee to deal with child abuse.
Nevertheless, during his travels in the United States, it occurred to the
author that despite the high quality of prevention and treatment of
child abuse, further improvement is still possible.
For example, more doctors, and private practitioners in particular,
should make early notification of abuses suspected by them. Insofar as
this reticence on the part of the private practitioners (and of other doc-
tors and welfare workers) is a consequence of the fact that the report
must be made to a legal body or to a government authority, an in-
dependent confidential referee might well be a substantial improve-
ment. Such an officer would enjoy greater confidence than a
government agency and could therefore be more easily approached
when child abuse was suspected. Further, if more emphasis is given to
the possibility of consulting this officer, to ask him for advice and still
to keep treatment in one's own hands, the maltreated child might re-
ceive the necessary assistance more rapidly than is now the case. This
is an important point in favor of the medical referee system. If in such
cases the confidential referee can record some of the more important
data, it may allow recurring maltreatment of the child (reported by an-
other) to be detected early. This, too, is a substantial point in its favor.
Finally, the confidential referee, through his after-care, can prevent
treatment from being broken off too soon or continuing too long point-
lessly.
The conclusion, therefore, is that in the United States, too, the in-
troduction of a confidential doctor-naturally adapted to local rules
and circumstances--deserves serious consideration. The wide experi-
ence in the United States of the prevention and treatment of child
abuse means that this institution can quickly be given a clear organiza-
tional and legal status, i e., many of the organizational and legal
problems that have arisen in the Netherlands can be avoided. The
reporting laws already provide the necessary clarity (immunity) on the
matter of professional secrecy and the doctor's liability where he re-
ports child abuse in good faith. Precisely the existence of the reporting
108. Under mandatory reporting laws, anyone who suspects child abuse must report it to the
proper governmental agency. See, e.g., ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 23, § 2054 (1975) (requiring profes-
sionals and other persons who come into contact with children in the course of their work to
report suspected child abuse).
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laws (with mandatory notification) could enhance the effect of a confi-
dential referee of this kind much more than has hitherto been the case
in the Netherlands. It would at least be worth trying.
A FINAL WORD
In the Netherlands, we are trying to do something to help the mal-
treated child. The approach taken is that of using a medical referee, a
"confidential doctor." Under the Dutch system, anyone who suspects
that a child has been or is being abused may notify the confidential
doctor whose main task is to protect the child and prevent further
abuse. While the means used to effect this end may vary among the
confidential doctors, they have been successful in combating child
abuse. However, because the Netherlands program is based on volun-
tary notification, it is most likely that many cases of child abuse are still
undetected. This article has suggested that a system of mandatory re-
porting, although not without its difficulties, would improve the effec-
tiveness of the medical referee program.
Great Britain, West Germany, France, the Scandinavian coun-
tries, Canada and the United States are also trying to prevent child
abuse. We must avoid the same errors being made elsewhere, i e., an
intensive exchange of experience is necessary, not only to allow others
to benefit from our own positive experience, but also to let them learn
from our mistakes.'0 9
109. The International Society for Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect (recently formed;
address: 1205 Oneida Street, Denver, Colo. 80220) would like to be a means for this exchange of
international experience. It is hoped that many will join the International Society and take an
active part in its work. In fact, all of these activities have as their aim, in accordance with the
Principles 2 and 9 of the International Declaration of the Rights of the Child, "to advance oppor-
tunities, facilities, research and organizations which will enable the children of all nations to de-
velop physically, mentally and socially in a healthy and normal manner; in particular to advance
the protection of every child in every country against all forms of neglect, cruelty and exploita-
tion." INT'L SOC. FOR PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT CONST. art. 1.
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